A Beginner's Guide to 3D Printing

Model Aviation Editor-in-Chief Jay Smith had the chance to try a Dremel DigiLab 3D40 3D printer. Read more to learn about his experiences with 3D printing!


The AMA has a new, updated safety code. While you will find that the AMA Safety Code still institutes the same safety principles, it is now much shorter and succinct. The safety code is also accompanied by a new safety handbook that contains detailed information about the safety guidelines for each specific aeromodeling discipline. Read more to learn about the changes!

Diagnostics of Common Issues and Solutions

The list of possible problems grows and grows, but none of it is beyond the scope of the average modeler to find and fix. Read more to learn how to identify and resolve some common issues.

Horizon Hobby Blade 330X RTF

If you're looking to move up to a bigger heli from micros and minis, the Blade 330X RTF is a great step. Read more to learn about this winner!

Taking Helicopter Safety Seriously

Crashes are a part of all RC aviation. Minimizing them is usually the goal, but all pilots need to help to keep things safe. Read more to learn about taking helicopter safety seriously.

Read more